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Water Losses During Technical
Snow Production: Results
From Field Experiments
Thomas Grünewald* and Fabian Wolfsperger

WSL Institute for Snow and Avalanche Research SLF, Davos, Switzerland

Alpine as well as Nordic skiing tourism strongly depend on the production of machine-
made snow for the timely opening of the winter season. However, it is likely that
sublimation, evaporation, wind drift, and the discharge of unfrozen water to the ground
will result in the loss of significant parts of the water used. The relation between
these water losses and the ambient meteorological conditions is poorly understood.
We present results from a series of 12 detailed snow-making field tests performed in
a ski resort near Davos, Switzerland. Water inflows, measured at the snow machine,
are related to the mass of snow deposited on the ground. Snow amounts are calculated
from accumulated volumes, measured with terrestrial laser scanning (TLS), and manually
sampled snow densities. Additionally, samples of liquid water contents (LWCs) of the
produced snow are presented. We find that 7 to 35 ± 7% (mean 21%) of the consumed
water was lost during snow-making and that the loss is strongly related to the ambient
meteorological conditions. Linear regression analysis shows that water losses increase
with air temperature (TA). Combining our data with observations from earlier field
measurements shows similar correlations.

Keywords: snow-making, machine-made snow, water loss, technical snow, winter tourism, meteorological
conditions, linear regression, terrestrial laser scanning

INTRODUCTION

Machine-made snow production has become an indispensable requirement for snow-based winter
tourism during the last decades and seems to be a prerequisite for success in a highly competitive
market (Falk, 2013). Rising customer needs, adaptation to climate variability, climate change, and
unfavorable natural snow conditions are reasons for the steadily rising share of snow-making
facilities in ski resorts (Scott and McBoyle, 2007; Steiger and Mayer, 2008; Wolfsegger et al., 2008;
Dawson and Scott, 2013; Steiger et al., 2017).

To provide appropriate amounts of snow for the provision of optimal skiing conditions from
the date that the season opens, large amounts of water are required. For example, Rixen et al.
(2011) investigated the annual freshwater consumption of two Swiss municipalities with large ski
resorts and found that the share used for snow-making was 21 and 36%. Vanham et al. (2008) even
calculated a water demand of 2.3 million m3 for snow-making in Kitzbühel, Austria, corresponding
to more than 50% of the communal water consumption during the winter season.

Wolfsperger et al. (2018) provided a detailed description of snow-making: For the generation
of machine-made snow, pressurized water is pumped through the nozzles of a snow machine
and dispersed to the surrounding atmosphere as a spray of tiny water droplets. If conditions
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are adequate, the water droplets cool and finally freeze while
falling to the ground. Cooling and freezing happens by emitting
heat to the surrounding air. The physical processes involved
are convective cooling, evaporation and sublimation of water
droplets and ice particles. This implicates a transfer of mass in the
form of vapor from droplets and ice particles to the surrounding
air. As a consequence, not all water that is ejected by the snow
machine reaches the ground as snow. Certain amounts of water
are lost to the atmosphere by sublimation and evaporation while
droplets are traveling through the air. Additionally, due to wind
drift, some of the snow is accumulated out of the desired area (ski
slope). Moreover, some water might be lost due to the draining of
droplets that were not fully frozen when reaching the ground.

Several studies investigated sublimation of drifting snow
particles either by modeling (e.g., Dery et al., 1998; Liston
and Sturm, 1998; Dery and Yau, 1999; Bintanja, 2001; Groot
Zwaaftink et al., 2011, 2013; Dai and Huang, 2014) or in
experiments (Schmidt, 1982; Neumann et al., 2008, 2009; Wever
et al., 2009). These studies, however, focused on sublimation
of solid ice particles but did not examine the phase transition
between liquid and solid also involved in the process of
snow production.

Studies addressing snow-making are sparse and the quantity of
the water losses is still unclear. Eisel et al. (1988) performed mass
balance measurements during 5 days with nine snow-making
experiments in ski resorts in Colorado, United States and found
that 0–11% of the water was lost to sublimation and evaporation.
Based on these measurements, Eisel et al. (1988) formulated
a regression equation relating water loss to TA, indicating an
increasing loss with rising temperatures. However, measurement
intervals were only 15–30 min, resulting in a rather small
amount of snow produced, and therefore increasing uncertainty
in the measurements. Moreover, most of the experiments
were performed under very cool (wet-bulb temperatures below
−10◦C) conditions. It also needs to be considered that snow-
making technology has been further developed in the last
decades, questioning the transferability of the findings to today’s
snow-making practice. In addition, Eisel et al. (1988) suggested a
simplified energy balance model to calculate thermodynamically
induced water losses. Based on their field data, the calculated
loss was 3–10%. Hanzer et al. (2014) adopted this formulation
for their snow management model. Applying it to typical
snow-making conditions results in water losses between 2 and
13% (Hanzer et al., 2014). Based on interviews with snow-
gun manufacturers, Olefs et al. (2010) estimated total water
losses during snow-making to 15–40% for air-water guns and
to 5–15% for fan guns. Spandre et al. (2016) supplemented
snow-management routines with a physically based snow model
(“Crocus resort”) and simulated snow dynamics for four French
ski resorts. They concluded that only 25–50% of the water
used for snow-making was finally recovered as snow on the
ski runs. Recently, Spandre et al. (2017) presented results of
mass balance measurements collected during operational snow-
making in a French ski resort. During five snow-making sessions
performed in November and December, 41–89% of the snow
could be detected in a 20 m circle surrounding the peak of the
accumulation. From the regression function of Eisel et al. (1988),

Spandre et al. (2017) derived that losses attributed to sublimation
and evaporation were smaller than 10%. They suggested that the
remaining loss would be attributed to deposition of the snow
outside of the target area.

Sustainable snow-making – especially regarding water and
energy consumption – has been identified as a key knowledge
gap in a current review (Steiger et al., 2017). These questions
are of high relevance for the skiing industry, especially in the
context of increasing snow-making demands due to rising market
competition and climate variability in combination with water
shortage and conflicting use. It is expected that climate warming
will increase the risk of seasons with unfavorable snow conditions
and further enhance snow-making demands for most ski resorts
in the future (e.g., Steiger et al., 2017).

The information available on water losses during snow-
making is only based on two field studies (Eisel et al., 1988;
Spandre et al., 2017) mirroring a narrow band of atmospheric
conditions during 16 tests. The two studies identified a huge
range of potential water losses (0–59%). Moreover, the losses for
air-water guns (snow lances) reported by Olefs et al. (2010) and
the results from Spandre et al. (2017) strongly differ. Besides the
temperature regression of Eisel et al. (1988), correlations between
mass loss and meteorological settings have not been investigated.

With 12 new field tests obtained under varying weather
conditions, we enhance the data basis on operational snow-
making and help to resolve existing contradictions in the
literature. Systematic field observations were performed at a
test site near Davos, Switzerland. The combination of precise
mass balance measurements with meteorological observations
allows quantifying water losses during snow-making in detail and
relating them to weather conditions. To minimize measurement
uncertainties as a possible source of the reported loss variability,
we approached a more precise test design. Snow volumes
detected from high-resolution terrestrial laser scanning (TLS)
(>100 points per m2) were combined with manual snow density
sampling (>100 samples from 12 experiments). We compared
water intakes of a snow lance with the mass of snow accumulating
at the ground during a night of snow production. Liquid water
contents (LWCs) were sampled to rate the quality of the produced
snow. In addition, relevant meteorological parameters were
monitored by a weather station set up in the vicinity. These data
were then used to investigate statistical relationships between
water losses and weather conditions. Such a detailed analysis has
not been presented before. Finally, we related our results to earlier
studies by combining our data with the measurements of Eisel
et al. (1988) and Spandre et al. (2017). The paper is completed by
a detailed discussion of our findings and by conclusive remarks.

DATA AND METHODS

Study Site
The test field for our experiments is a gentle (<10◦), westerly
exposed slope at the edge of the downhill valley run of the
Rinerhorn skiing resort (Figure 1) near the city of Davos,
Switzerland. Elevation is about 1600 m a.s.l. and vegetation
is alpine meadows. An automatic weather station recording
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FIGURE 1 | Topographic map and aerial photography of the study site at the Rinerhorn. Base maps: Swiss Map and swissimage© 2019 swisstopo (5704 000 000).

TABLE 1 | Machine settings and measured results for the different experiments.

Duration Flow rate Water flow Snow volume Accumulation area

Date [h] [l/s] [m3] [m3] [m2] % loss Snow machine

February 10, 2015 5.5 0.5 9.8 17.3 587 −28.0 Technoalpin V3ee

February 15, 2015 7 1.1 28.5 45.7 777 −32.9 Technoalpin V3ee

February 17, 2015 7 1.1 28.9 55.9 803 −15.0 Technoalpin V3ee

February 19, 2015 7 1.1 28.8 53.5 1058 −16.1 Technoalpin V3ee

February 25, 2015 6.5 2 47.5 66.3 1900 −30.3 Technoalpin V3ee

March 12, 2015 7.5 1.1 29.8 53.1 589 −20.8 Technoalpin V3ee

January 21, 2016 13 2.5 117.7 237.9 2013 −8.1 Bächler NESSy

February 11, 2016 11 1.67 65.4 130.7 1472 −11.3 Bächler NESSy

March 10, 2016 8.5 0.83 25.5 50.6 748 −7.2 Bächler NESSy

December 07, 2016 15 0.83 44.4 70.0 1081 −35.2 Bächler NESSy

December 14, 2016 13.5 0.83 40.6 68.2 794 −29.4 Bächler NESSy

February 09, 2017 13.5 0.83 40.1 79.2 1086 −13.5 Bächler NESSy

air temperature (TA), relative humidity (RH), wind speed (VW),
and wind direction (DW) was set up in the vicinity of the
snow lance (Figure 1).

In the first year, a Technoalpin V3ee snow lance (red triangle
in Figure 1) was used for six experiments (Table 1). Flow rates
ranging from 0.5 to 2 l/s could be chosen for this snow machine.
As the cumulated water flow was not captured automatically,
we set a constant water flow for the entire night and manually
documented operation time. Total water flow was cumulated
from these settings.

In consecutive years, a Bächler NESSy snow lance was installed
for another six experiments about 70 m downslope (Figures 1, 2
and Table 1). In comparison to the previous year, a larger

undisturbed place adjacent to the ski run was available for
the snow accumulation at this test site. Three flow rates could
be selected: 0.83, 1.67, and 2.5 l/s. As in the first year, the
lance ran with a constant flow rate for the entire duration of
the experiment. Flow rate, water temperature, water pressure
and, most important, cumulated water flow were automatically
recorded with a separate flow meter mounted at the intake of
the snow lance. Advantages of this new setup are the larger
undistorted accumulation area and the direct record of the water
inflow. Water required for snow production was withdrawn from
the line system of the ski resort’s snow-making facilities and
originated from an upstream ditch. Water temperatures were
between 1 and 2◦C.
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FIGURE 2 | Study site at the Rinerhorn after snow-making experiment, seen
from northeast. The Riegl VZ6000 is visible in the foreground.

Calculation of New Snow Height
Terrestrial laser scanning is a well-established method to acquire
high resolution elevation models of snow surfaces with a vertical
accuracy of some centimeters (Prokop et al., 2008; Grünewald
et al., 2010, 2018b; Revuelto et al., 2014). The device deployed
for this study was a Riegl VZ-6000 terrestrial laser scanner (Riegl
Measurement Systems GmbH, 2018) that has been successfully
applied to monitor snow surfaces and snow-height changes
(dHSs) in several projects (e.g., Gabbud et al., 2015; Fischer et al.,
2016; Haberkorn et al., 2017; Grünewald et al., 2018b; Mott et al.,
2019). Technical specifications of the VZ6000 are listed by Fischer
et al. (2016) and in the Riegl data sheet (Riegl Measurement
Systems GmbH, 2018). One survey (February 10, 2015) was
performed with a Riegl LPM321 (Riegl Measurement Systems
GmbH, 2008; Grünewald et al., 2010). Properties, handling
and performance of the LPM321 differ slightly from the VZ-
6000 (wave length, accuracy, larger beam diameter) but appear
insignificant due to the very small measurement distances. In
this study angular step widths between 0.02 and 0.05◦C were
chosen, depending on the distance of the position of the scanner
(30–80 m) to the snow heap. This results in raw point densities of
several hundreds to thousands of points per square meter.

For each field experiment two TLS surveys were performed,
one in the evening before snow-making started and a second one
the next morning after setting off the snow machine. To avoid
data gaps caused by terrain shadowing, scans were done from two
to three positions. The workflow of post-processing was the same
as described in Grünewald et al. (2018b). For each pair of surveys,
raw data were registered with four reflectors installed in the area.
Unchanged areas (without snow accumulation) were selected for
Multi Station Adjustment, a semi-automatic least square surface
matching technique implemented in the processing software
(Riegl Measurement Systems GmbH, 2011). This technique was
successfully applied by many studies for the registration of TLS
data (Carrivick et al., 2013; Sommer et al., 2015; Fischer et al.,
2016; Grünewald et al., 2018b). After selecting the area of interest,
a moving-window filter (octree filter) was applied to reduce the

data amount and to produce a regular grid with an edge length
of 10 cm. A few larger data gaps (>1 m2) existed only for
two of the scans (December 15, 2016 and February 10, 2017).
Poor instrumental settings of the laser intensity in combination
with the fresh, moist snow resulted in very low reflectivity at
some sections of the snow pile. Mean point density was only a
few points per square meter in these areas and point distances
of up to 4 m were present. The gaps were closed by linear
interpolation using ArcGIS 10.2 Delaunay triangulation with
larger edge lengths (up to 5 m). Moreover, the morning survey
from March 15, 2015 did not cover the full accumulation area –
about 1/4 was missing. Area and mean snow height of this
missing section were estimated based on the measured values and
the geometry of the rest of the snow pile and then added to the
measured snow volume.

Results are rasterized digital surface models with cell size of
10 cm. dHS and hence snow volume produced by the snow lance
was then calculated by subtracting the two. Finally, outliers such
as negative or extremely large dHS were filtered and replaced by
mean values of the surrounding raster cells.

Snow Density
Snow densities (ρ) were collected manually for each field
experiment by weighing samples of known volume. In the first
year measurements were obtained with a 100 cm3 cubic density
cutter (Proksch et al., 2016) near the snow surface. Along the
main axis of the snow heap, four to five locations were sampled
with three measurements each. From the second year on, 55 cm-
long aluminum cylinders with a cross-sectional area of 70 cm2

were used instead (Jonas et al., 2009). This method appears more
robust as sample volumes are larger and as bulk density of the
entire fresh snow is gathered [if snow height (HS) > 55 cm,
two samples were taken and merged afterward]. As this method
appears more accurate but also time consuming, the number of
samples was reduced (Table 2). Bulk density was now sampled at

TABLE 2 | Mean (µ), standard deviation (σ), number of observations (N), and
relative uncertainty (σ/µ) of snow density [kg/m3] measured at the snow heaps.

Date start µ [kg/m3] σ [kg/m3] N σ/µ [%] Method

February 10, 2015 410∗ 30 12 7.3 Cubic box

February 15, 2015 418∗ 13 15 3.1 Cubic box

February 17, 2015 440∗ 10 15 2.3 Cubic box

February 19, 2015 453∗ 18 15 4.0 Cubic box

February 25, 2015 500∗ 14 15 2.8 Cubic box

March 12, 2015 444∗ 8 15 1.8 Cubic box

January 21, 2016 455 1 Cylinder

February 11, 2016 443 11 2 2.5 Cylinder

March 10, 2016 467 12 5 2.6 Cylinder

December 07, 2016 411 8 6 1.9 Cylinder

December 14, 2016 421 12 6 2.9 Cylinder

February 09, 2017 437 6 6 1.4 Cylinder

mean 442 13 2.7

Method is the measurement device used for the samples. ∗Corrected with
−30kg/m3 as described in section “Snow Density.”
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the point of the maximum snow accumulation and at up to two
additional places about 2 m apart.

Liquid Water Content (Snow Wetness)
Snow wetness is an important parameter frequently used to rate
the quality of machine-made snow. The quality of technical
snow is considered to decrease with increasing LWC as ski
slopes tend to get icier and snow grains grow due to wet-snow
metamorphism. This is disadvantageous for dry-snow sintering
after tilling the frozen snow with snow groomers. Moreover,
the proper functioning of a snow machine can be quantified
by the LWC of the produced snow at a certain throughput in
relation to atmospheric conditions. Based on the international
classification of seasonal snow Fierz et al. (2009), Wolfsperger
et al. (2018) suggested five classes to rate technical snow quality
based on LWC: very high (dry snow), high (<3%), reasonable
(3–8%), low (8–15%), and unsatisfactory (>15%). Concerning
the investigation of water losses during snow-making, the LWC
gives indications about possible losses by water drainage; water
only starts percolating through the snow above volumetric
contents of about 6% (Fierz et al., 2009).

Liquid water content can be calculated by measuring snow
density and the dielectric constant of snow at a frequency of
20 MHz (Denoth, 1994). A prototype field measurement device
developed by Denoth (1989) was applied with a 0.134 m ×
0.129 m capacitive sensor resulting in a measurement volume
of approximately 0.34572 ∗ 10−3 m3. The LWC was calculated
from the measured dielectric constant (ε) and ρ by solving
Denoth’s empirical parametrization function ε = f(ρ; LWC) for
LWC (Denoth, 1989).

ε = 1+ 1.92 ρ+ 0.44 ρ2
+ 0.187 LWC + 0.0045 LWC2 (1)

In the first year, three dielectric measurements were performed
at each density sample point near to the snow surface. During the
second winter LWC was not measured. To investigate vertical
LWC differences, in the last winter, two measurements were
performed in different depths at the point of the maximal
snow height. The two to three epsilon and density values at
each position or height were averaged, and LWC values were
calculated with Eq. (1) and plotted over snow height or distance
to snow lance. To check plausibility of LWC occurrence also snow
temperatures were measured.

Calculation of Water Losses
To calculate relative water losses during technical snow
production, the water inflow measured at the snow machine (see
section “Study Site”) was related to the snow water equivalent
(SWE) accumulated at the ground. For each experiment, the
accumulation area (A) was visually identified (>1 mm of fresh
snow) and mapped with a differential global navigation satellite
system (dGNSS). In the few cases when no dGNSS device was
available, accumulation areas were visually defined based on the
TLS data (see section “Calculation of New Snow Height”). dHS
rasters were then masked to this extent and cumulated to a total
snow volume. Multiplying the mean snow-height change (dHS)
with measured mean densities (ρ) adds up to a single amount

of SWE as formulated in Eq. (2). Relating SWE to water inflow
finally yields relative water losses.

SWE
[
m3]
= dHS [m] ∗ A

[
m2]
∗

ρ
[
kg m−3]

1000
[
kg m−3

] (2)

Experimental Setup
The ideal experimental setup for a snow-making field experiment
included the following steps: After the resort was closed in
the afternoon, the test field and the adjacent ski run were
leveled by a snow groomer. The smoothed field should be large
enough to cover the entire accumulation area of the snow lance.
Then, TLS measurements from the different scan positions were
performed. Ideally, the entire area remained untouched from
this point of time. As soon as temperatures were cold enough,
water flow measurement and the snow lance were started with
a flow rate balanced to the weather conditions. On the one
hand, as the flow rate remained constant during the entire
experiment, steady meteorological conditions should be present
to receive snow of homogenous quality. On the other hand,
long snow-making duration enhances amounts of snow produced
and therefore limits impacts of potential measurement errors.
Experiments were therefore started after sunset, when rather
constant conditions were present and terminated before solar
radiation started to heat the site and before ski runs were opened.
Water flow records were read and TLS measurements performed
immediately after the snow machine was set off. With the setup
used here, TLS required less than 1 h for all three positions. About
15–30 min after switching the snow lance, dGNSS measurements
of the accumulation area were performed and snow pits were
dug to collect density and water content samples. The height
of fresh snow that needed to be sampled for density and LWC
measurements could easily be identified in the snow pit by its
lower hardness due to its short time of sintering (growth of the
grain bonds) from the time of its deposition on the ground.

The location in an operating ski resort, however, clearly
limited this ideal setup in practice. It happened that the smoothed
field was too small, such that some portions of the produced
snow accumulated outside in the terrain, slightly reducing TLS
accuracy (larger surface roughness, scan shadows). In other cases,
snow groomers crossed the edge of the potential accumulation
area after evening TLS measurements had been terminated. For
the experiments performed in December 2016, bare ground
or only small amounts of snow prohibited smoothing of the
test field, leading to higher surface roughness. These impacts
influenced data accuracy but are still small considering the high
general accuracy of the measurements (relative snow volume
error for rough surface 4% vs. mean relative snow volume error
3%, see section “New Snow Height and Snow Volume”).

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis (univariate linear and robust regression
using the “stats” and “robustbase” packages in R) was applied
to relate measured water losses during snow production to
meteorological conditions (R Core Team, 2015; Maechler et al.,
2016). The dependent variable is the relative water loss calculated
from the measurements. Explanatory variables are recorded
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meteorological conditions TA, RH, VW, the standard deviation
of VW [σ(VW)], and wet-bulb temperature (TWB). TWB was
calculated from TA and RH by applying the parameterization of
Stull (2011). Model performance was rated by R2 and adjusted
R2 (R2

adj) values, for model significance, p-values were checked.
Finally, Quantile–Quantile plots and Tukey–Anscombe plots
(Faraway, 2005) were examined to test for preconditions of
linear regression (normal distribution and constant variance
of residuals). It needs to be noted that the small number of
observations (12) limits the statistical validity of the resulting
models. Significance levels and model performance should
therefore be interpreted carefully. Calculating models with
multiple parameters (e.g., a combination of TA, RH, and VW)
would be physically meaningful and interesting. However, as the
small number of observations poses a high risk of overfitting, we
do not show such models.

To enlarge the number of experiments, we complemented
our data set with earlier measurements published by Eisel et al.
(1988) and Spandre et al. (2017). Regression models with these
combined data were then calculated. Eisel et al. (1988) provided
mean values for TA, RH, and VW while TWB was calculated with
the formula of Stull (2011). VWs characterized with “calm” were
set to 0.1 m/s. Spandre et al. (2017) only released measured TWB
and VW. TA and RH were not available.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Weather Conditions
Mean values and variability (expressed by standard deviation σ)
of meteorological conditions measured at the weather station are
listed in Table 3. As an example, Figure 3 shows measured values
of wind, TA, RH and calculated TWB (Stull, 2011). TWB is the
adiabatic saturation temperature. It describes the temperature

TABLE 3 | Mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) of measured air temperature (TA),
relative humidity (RH), wind speed (VW), wind direction (DW), and calculated
wet-bulb temperature (TWB).

Start date TA [◦C] RH [%] TWB [◦C] VW [m/s] DW

µ σ µ σ µ σ µ σ

February 10, 2015 −1.5 0.5 60.3 2.5 −4.3 0.4 0.7 0.2 E

February 15, 2015 −4.0 0.4 59.3 2.4 −6.6 0.4 0.9 0.3 E

February 17, 2015 −5.3 0.5 71.8 2.1 −7.2 0.6 0.8 0.2 E

February 19, 2015 −4.6 0.5 37.4 1.4 −7.7 0.4 0.9 0.2 SE

February 25, 2015 −9.6 1.1 71.0 3.5 −11.3 1.1 0.9 0.3 E

March 12, 2015 −5.8 0.3 58.5 1.9 −8.2 0.3 0.8 0.2 SE

January 21, 2016 −7.8 0.6 48.0 2.7 −10.2 0.5 0.6 0.2 E

February 11, 2016 −7.5 0.6 63.1 2.7 −9.6 0.6 0.6 0.3 E

March 10, 2016 −4.2 0.4 71.1 2.1 −6.2 0.3 0.4 0.2 E

December 07, 2016 1.6 0.4 29.4 2.2 −3.1 0.3 0.7 0.1 E

December 14, 2016 −0.8 0.2 57.2 4.4 −3.8 0.2 0.6 0.1 E

February 09, 2017 −4.9 1.4 73.6 4.1 −6.7 1.5 0.7 0.2 E

Mean −4.5 0.6 58.4 2.7 −7.1 0.6 0.7 0.2

Italicized values is the column mean of all experiments.

FIGURE 3 | Meteorological measurements: air temperature (TA, red line upper
panel), relative humidity (RH, blue line), wind speed (VW, red line lower panel),
and wind direction (DW, blue circles) for experiment February 11/12, 2016.
Wet-bulb temperature (TWB, green dashed line) was calculated from TA and
RH (Stull, 2011). Hours are in local time.

to which a water droplet cools down until thermodynamic
equilibrium with the surrounding air is reached. TWB is a
meteorological parameter widely applied by the snow-making
industry and practitioners. A TWB between −2◦C and −4◦C is
the common range for the onset of snow-making (Olefs et al.,
2010; Wolfsperger et al., 2018). The quantity of snow that can be
produced is directly related to TWB: the lower the TWB, the more
heat can be transferred from the water spray to the surrounding
air, meaning that larger amounts of water can be frozen per time
and therefore allow for higher water input and snow production
rates. As the consumed electricity of a snow maker (energy for the
ventilator and/or pressurized air) is constant, no matter how large
the water throughput is, the efficiency of snow-making increases
with colder TWB.

For our experiments we aimed to picture a preferably wide
range of meteorological conditions, best expressed by TWB.
Mean TWB ranged from−3.1 to−11.3◦C (mean =−7.1◦C). The
temporal variability during a night of snow-making was usually
small (Table 3). Decreasing TA in the course of the night was
mostly balanced by increasing RH, resulting in rather constant
TWB. DWs were east to southeast and VWs were low, ranging
from 0.4 to 0.9 m/s, and rather constant (σ = 0.1–0.3).
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FIGURE 4 | Height of the produced snow measured by terrestrial laser
scanning for February 11/12, 2016. The black line marks the accumulation
area deduced from dGNSS measurements of the visually recognized snow
deposition. Red squares show examples for control plots.

Snow Measurements
Snow Distribution and Volumes
Figure 4 shows heights of fresh snow produced during the
experiment performed on February 11/12, 2016. Colors mark
dHS obtained from the TLS surveys and the black line is the
accumulation area monitored with dGNSS (HS > 1 mm). Note
that the green colored areas in the southwest of the accumulation
zone were caused by redistribution of snow by a groomer after
the first laser scan had been performed.

The fresh snow covered an area of 1472 m2. Most of the snow
was northwest of the snow lance which is consistent with the
orientation of the lance and the direction of the wind. The peak
of the snow pile, with a dHS of 1.2 m, was in a distance of about
6 m from the head (13.5 m from the foot) of the lance oriented to
the same direction. Some snow, even though only small amounts,
was also found in the back of the snow machine (Figure 4). Snow
volume within the accumulation area was 131 m3.

Flow rate, snow height, snow volume, and accumulation area
were higher at February 11/12 than the average of all experi-
ments. In principal, these characteristics varied considerably
depending on machine settings and atmospheric conditions
(Table 1). The shape of the snow piles was, however, similar for
all experiments.

Snow Density
As described in section “Snow Density,” two different devices
were used to sample density. Both methods were applied
simultaneously during the first experiment in 2016. Comparing
the measurements of the two methods revealed clearly higher
mean values and variability for the small cubic density cutter
(cubic box). An overestimation of density by this method has
also been reported by Proksch et al. (2016). On average these
densities were 30 kg/m3 higher. This is probably attributed to

additional compaction of the snow while cutting with the sample
holder. For consistency between the experiments, we hence
corrected all mean values obtained with the box method with a
constant of –30 kg/m3.

Mean values and standard deviations of corrected snow
densities are listed in Table 2. Daily averaged densities varied
from 410 to 500 kg/m3. Heterogeneity between single samples,
stated by σ, was also considerably expressing both natural
variability and measurement uncertainty. The average of all
experiments was 442 kg/m3 (σ = 13 kg/m3), which is similar to
the 437 kg/m3 (σ = 18 kg/m3) published by Spandre et al. (2017).
However, different to Spandre et al. (2017), we apply daily
averages for each experiment instead of a constant overall mean.

Liquid Water Content
Liquid water content was measured at nine experiments. In three
experiments no LWC was found. Nevertheless, the existence of
a certain content of liquid water right after snow production
can be assumed as the measured snow densities were higher
than for dry technical snow (especially on February 25, 2015).
The assumed liquid water had likely been frozen before LWC
measurements were started 15 min after switching off the snow
maker (see section “Experimental Setup”). In six experiments,
wet snow was found with a maximum LWC ranging from 0.2
to 12.6%. Those maxima were always located at the position of
maximal snow height (Figure 5). LWC above 6% was measured
only on December 7 and 14, 2016, which indicates possible water
drainage into deeper layers (base layers) of the snowpack.

Whereas the horizontal snow-wetness distribution showed
similar patterns that were closely related to the distance to the
snow lance as well as to the snow height distribution (Figure 5A),
the vertical LWC distributions at the maximum snow height
were more variable: On December 7 LWC increased from the
snow surface to deeper layers. The other days the opposite was
observed (Figure 5B). We consider the warmer TWB and the
bare ground on which the snow was deposed as possible reasons
for the differing LWC distribution on December 7. If snow is
accumulated on frozen bare ground, water might accumulate
at the bottom instead of percolating to deeper snow layers.
Moreover, a snow layer acts as a better heat sink. It therefore
considerably contributes to freezing of the free water in the
produced snow. This is a result of the lower temperature of the
snow and the cooling effect caused by the latent heat of melting
of a quite large ice mass.

Water Losses
Measurements
Total water losses were calculated from SWE and measured water
flow for each experiment as described in section “Calculation of
Water Losses” and are summarized in Table 1. The mean of all
experiments was 20.7% and the range was 7.2–35.2%.

Three physical processes come in consideration as sources of
these water losses. These are (1) evaporation and sublimation of
water droplets and ice particles while traveling through the air,
(2) wind drift of particles and accumulation out of the bounds of
the target area, and (3) drainage of unfrozen water on the ground.
Distinguishing between these processes in an experimental setup
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FIGURE 5 | Examples for horizontal (A) and vertical (B) distributions of liquid water content (LWC) for six snow-making experiments.

is extremely challenging and hardly possible during operational
conditions as presented here. Earlier studies estimated losses
attributed to sublimation and evaporation between 2 and 13%
(Eisel et al., 1988; Hanzer et al., 2014; Spandre et al., 2017). Losses
caused by water draining on the ground were not considered
in any of the mentioned studies. Nevertheless, we believe that
this source of loss can be relevant, especially when snow with
high initial water content is produced (as often done in ski
resorts at warmer conditions or for base layer snow-making). The
first four experiments described by Spandre et al. (2017) were
characterized by high water input and we expect that the snow
was rather wet. Outflow was not directly recorded but might
well have happened (P. Spandre, personal communication June 8,
2017). Exactly those four experiments are the ones that revealed
much higher water losses of 50%. Like Spandre et al. (2017), we do
not have direct observations of draining water either. However,
on December 7, 2016, when produced snow was accumulated on
bare frozen ground, we could monitor a ca. 80 m2 ice plate that
was frozen at the downslope edge of the snow heap. Assuming a
thickness of about 2 cm and a density of 917 kg/m3 reveals 1.6 m3

of ice. This corresponds to 1.5 m3 of water or 5% of the water
input. Ice plates were also visible during consecutive experiments,
but it was not possible to distinguish between fresh ice and ice
from the previous tests and the water amount could therefore
not be quantified.

Finally, losses attributed to wind drift need to be considered.
We only performed experiments during conditions with low VW.

Hourly mean VW was below 1 m/s for all experiments (Table 2)
and variability was also low (σ < 0.3 m/s). Even maximum
VW of the raw measured data (resolution 10 min for 2015 and
2016 and 30 min for 2017) did not exceed 1.8 m/s. Still, our
experiments showed that the maximum distance of the recorded
snow accumulation to the lance varied considerably, ranging
from 30 to 60 m. The large variability is also expressed by the size
of the accumulation area (Table 1). An effect of the wind (Table 3)
on the distribution of the produced snow is obvious. However,
our data did not show a correlation between accumulation
area and measured VW. From our measurements, we cannot
directly quantify losses attributed to wind drift. Physically based
models (see e.g., Mott et al., 2018) could possibly be applied
to simulate deposition of snow during snow-making. Results
could help to evaluate how much snow might be accumulated
outside the measured area. In summary, it must be stated that our
experiments were performed under conditions with low winds.
In praxis, snow is frequently produced at higher VWs as are
often present at higher and unsheltered locations. Under such
conditions, larger accumulation areas must be expected.

Statistical Analysis
Scatter plots relating relative water losses to the meteorological
quantities TA, RH, TWB, VW, and σ(VW) (Figure 6) indicate
increasing water losses with increasing TA, TWB, and VW
and a decrease with increasing RH. No trend can be identified
for σ(VW). Statistical analysis applying ordinary least squares
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FIGURE 6 | Scatterplots of calculated water losses vs. meteorological
properties measured at the weather station. The potential outlier is the
experiment of February 25, 2015.

regression (OLS) does not result in statistically significant models:
R2 between 0.2 and 0.3 and p-values > 0.1 would be detected for
TA, TWB, VW, and RH.

A careful inspection of Figure 6 indicates that the water losses
on February 25, 2015 deviate from the obvious correlation with
TA and TWB. In relation to the cool temperatures at that day,
the loss appears clearly too high. A possible explanation might
be drainage of water to deeper snow layers. The flow rate was
set higher than during earlier tests with this snow lance, and
high snow densities and water content point at a possible loss of
water due to outflow from the fresh snow. To test this hypothesis,
we added water flow as a second explanatory variable. However,
the regression models were not improved by that additional
parameter. Moreover, the experiment performed on January 21,
2016 with similar conditions and settings revealed much lower
water losses. From these findings, our hypothesis could therefore
not be confirmed.

A second possible explanation is the wind. VWs, wind
fluctuation, and accumulation area were among the largest of all
experiments. An unknown quantity of snow might have been
accumulated outside of the measured area and neglected for
the volume measurements. Adding the wind as an additional
parameter, we found a highly significant model (R2 = 0.7,

p = 0.006) with TA and σ(VW) as explanatory variables
(vs. R2 = 0.2, p = 0.1 for a model only with TA). Note that the
model must be interpreted with caution due to the small number
of observations. It can, however, serve as an indication that wind
might be a valid explanation for the deviation of the February
25, 2015 observation. Removing this single observation results in
a clear improvement of the regression models for TA (R2 = 0.6,
p-value = 0.004) and TWB (R2 = 0.5, p-value = 0.01).

To test if any observation can be treated as an outlier in the
statistical analysis, we calculated robust regression models with
MM-type estimators (Yohai, 1987). A robust model with TA as
the explanatory variable classifies the February 25 observation as
an outlier and removes it from the model. The resulting model
(Eq. (3), Figure 6) is highly significant (p-value < 0.001) and
exhibits an R2 of 0.73 (R2

Adj = 0.71).

Y = 31+ 2.8 ∗ TA (3)

R2 and the p-value given by the robust model need to be
interpreted with care due to the small sample size and as
they can be biased (Renaud and Victoria-Feser, 2010). The
model (Eq. (3)) is, however, very similar to the OLS model
after removing the February 25 observation. Robust models
with the other parameters [TWB, VW, RH, and σ(VW)] were
not statistically significant. Prerequisites for linear regression
(normal distribution and constant variance of residuals) were
tested. Analysis of Normal QQ plots and Tukey Anscombe plots
(not shown) showed acceptable fulfillment of model assumptions.

In summary, the statistical analysis suggests that the largest
portion of water losses can be explained by TA. This is attributed
to increased sublimation and evaporation rates at warmer
temperatures (e.g., Wever et al., 2009; Dai and Huang, 2014). This
confirms the results of Eisel et al. (1988), who found an R2 of 0.64
for their experiments.

Figure 7 shows scatterplots of our data merged with measure-
ments published by Eisel et al. (1988) and Spandre et al. (2017).
The experiments by Eisel et al. (1988) nicely complement our
measurements in terms of weather conditions. While our data
set lacks field tests during very cold TAs, most of Eisel’s data
were observed under such conditions. In contrast, the study of
Eisel et al. (1988) has only two observations near to limiting
temperature for snow-making (TWB between −2 and −4◦C).
Additionally, the data sets complement well for RH and TWB.
Wind conditions are in a similar range. Trend lines with 95%
confidence intervals for the statistically significant models with
all combined data are also shown in Figure 7. Table 4 summarizes
the statistics of each linear regression model and Eq. (4) shows the
OLS model for the combination of our and Eisel’s measurements
(R2 = 0.61, R2

Adj = 0.59,p-value < 0.001).

Y = 25+ 1.8 ∗ TA (4)

The general trend of increasing water losses with increasing
TA is similar to the robust model even though Eq. (4) differs
from Eq. (3). Moreover, graphical impression indicates good
agreement of our and Eisel’s measurements, also for TWB, RH,
and VW (Figure 7).
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FIGURE 7 | Same as Figure 6 but data set was merged with data from Eisel
et al. (1988) and Spandre et al. (2017).

In contrast, results obtained by Spandre et al. (2017) strongly
differ (Figure 7). Water losses around 50% calculated from
four experiments are clearly beyond the quantities that would
be expected from our and Eisel’s data. Spandre et al. (2017)
suggested that less than 10% of the losses could be explained
by thermodynamic effects (sublimation and evaporation) and
that the rest was attributed to “mechanical” effects such as
the impact of wind and terrain. Wind, however, appeared not
to be a satisfactory explanation as VWs were low and not
higher than during the other experiments. It seems possible
that unfrozen water drained on the ground during experiments
as these field tests were performed with extremely high water
input (P. Spandre, personal communication June 8, 2017). Still,
this explanation appears insufficient to justify the tremendous
quantity of the recorded water losses. Only the single experiment
performed with reduced water flow and different machine
settings revealed water losses that are well in line with our
results. Consequently, the regression model with TWB including
Spandre’s data (Figure 7 and Table 4) is characterized by reduced
explanatory power and statistical significance. Residual analysis
of the TWB model confirmed that the data of Spandre et al. (2017)
do not fit this regression model. Only the model relating water
losses to VW shows reasonable performance. The scatter in the
data is high, though.

TABLE 4 | Results of linear regression analysis with water loss (Y) as dependent
variable and air temperature (TA), relative humidity (RH), wet-bulb temperature
(TWB), and wind speed (VW) as explanatory variables.

Parameter G & E G & S All

R2 p R2 p R2 p

TA 0.61 0.001

RH 0.44 0.001

TWB 0.46 0.001 0.01 0.786 0.14 0.065

VW 0.24 0.03 0.18 0.097 0.26 0.009

The data set was merged with data from Eisel et al. (1988) (G & E, N = 20), Spandre
et al. (2017) (G & S, N = 16), and with both (All, N = 25).

Data Accuracy and Precision
New Snow Height and Snow Volume
Accuracy of the TLS data was assessed by analyzing quadratic
control plots. In total, 25 squares were placed at the undistorted
ski run outside of the accumulation area of the snow lance as
delineated in Figure 4. Each of the 25 m2 large plots contains
2500 cells. For each plot we calculated mean (µdHS) and standard
deviation (σHS) of the two snow surfaces. Assuming that the
surface of control plots did not change between the TLS surveys
these result can be interpreted as a measure for accuracy of dHS
and consequently also for snow volume. A mean bias of only
0.2 cm and a standard error (σHS) of 0.02 cm (RMS: 0.5 cm)
prove the very high accuracy of TLS for short distances as applied
here. The total error attributed to the dHs error (0.22 cm) on
a mean deposition area of 1076 m2 would therefore result in
a relative volume error of 3% (related to a mean snow heap
volume of 77.4 m3).

Most of the produced snow accumulated on the groomed
test site and ski run, but smaller portions were also found in
open terrain or disturbed piste areas (see section “Experimental
setup”). As expected, bias values (not shown) for such areas were
larger but still clearly below 1 cm.

Moreover, some additional uncertainty might be introduced
by the definition of the extent of the accumulation area. This
was either done manually from the TLS data or mapped
with dGNSS based on visual impression in the field. Extents
could easily vary by some meters. If we consider the small
HS at the edges of the area (few mm), the effect on snow
volume is negligible.

Finally, data gaps in the TLS raw data caused by scan
shadows (see section “Calculation of New Snow Height”) might
induce some additional errors. As such gaps were very rare
and – if present – quite small, their impact on total snow
volumes can be neglected. Exceptions are the morning surveys
on December 15, 2016 and February 10, 2017. Large data gaps
(point spacing > 1 m) at the snow heaps had to be closed by
interpolation. Such areas accumulated to be about 20 m2 for
the first and to about 50 m2 for the latter survey. To quantify
the potential volume error we assume a snow height deviation
of 10 cm for these areas, resulting in 2 m3 (5 m3) of snow
or 0.8 m3 (2.2 m3) of SWE. This corresponds to a portion of
2% (5%) of the water input of the respective experiments. Even
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higher is the error of the snow volume for March 12, 2016 when
about 1/4 of the heap had not been surveyed in the morning
due to technical problems. Area and volume of this area were
estimated based on the geometric shape and the volume of
the surveyed part of the heap. Assuming that this estimation
incorporates an error of 10% results in an overall snow volume
error of 2.5% (1/4 area ∗ 10% error).

Snow Density
As pictured in Table 2, snow density (ρ) comprises some
variability, both spatially (at the same time but for different
measurements) and temporally. This variability is on the
one hand attributed to an inherent variance of the snow
explained by its differing properties, such as grain size or
LWC determined by the combination of weather conditions and
machine settings (Wolfsperger et al., 2018). On the other hand
a device-specific measurement error of some percent must be
expected (Proksch et al., 2016).

The daily uncertainty related to density is expressed by
its variation coefficient (σρ/µρ). A change in density linearly
propagates to SWE (Eq. (1)). Increasing (decreasing) density by
1% will therefore increase (decrease) SWE and hence also water
losses by the same portion. The relative uncertainties calculated
for the daily density samples (Table 2) range from 1 to 7% with
an average of 3%.

Water Flow
The water flow was controlled during the first year of experiments
by the snow-making automation system of the ski resort. The
water flow and the onset and offset times were set according
to our wishes and water flow data were logged from the
system every half hour. No information was available on
the accuracy and precision of the water flow measurement.
The following years a flowmeter turbine (FTB794-NB, Omega
Engineering, Inc., United States) was used, which was over a 0–5
VDC output module (FLSC790-MA, Omega Engineering, Inc.,
United States) to an 8-bit field logger (CompactFieldPoint, cFP-
2100, NI Inc., United States). The measurement system provided
a measurement range of up to 6.33 l/s with a resolution of
0.025 l/s, which is lower than the flowmeters accuracy stated by
the manufacturer (±1%). Deviations of the water flow linearly
propagate to the error of the snow loss results, similar to density,
and the snow volume errors.

Cumulative Error
To rate uncertainties of the final results, the single error terms
described above need to be accumulated. Assuming linear error
propagation allows adding up the single relative errors. This
results in a maximal cumulative error of 7% (3% snow volume
+ 3% snow density + 1% water flow). Considering individual
field tests, uncertainty is usually highest for experiments with low
flow rates (due to warmer temperatures), resulting in less snow
volume and therefore higher relative error. As shown before,
these experiments are the ones revealing the highest water losses.
Still, this rather high uncertainty underlines the tremendous
importance of very careful execution and assessment of each
component of the measurement setup.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

We presented measurements of 12 field experiments performed
to quantify water losses during technical snow production near
Davos, Switzerland. Weather conditions were variable, with mean
wet-bulb temperatures ranging from−3.1 to−11.3◦C. VWs were
always low during the experiments. Snow volumes calculated
from repeated TLS and density measurements were compared
to measured water input at the snow machine. Water losses
ranged from 7 to 35 (±7) % of the initial water input. Scatter
plots show that the loss increased with TA, TWB and VW and
decreased with RH. Robust regression revealed an R2 of 0.73
for TA whereas regression models with the other explanatory
parameters TWB, RH, VW, and σ(VW) were much poorer and
statistically not significant. Combining our results with data from
an earlier study (Eisel et al., 1988) confirmed the relation between
TA and water loss.

Still, the number of experimental observations on technical
snow-making is very limited. Additional measurements are
therefore required to add to the data basis. A larger data set
could be used to formulate transferable and robust interrelations
between water losses, weather conditions, and machine settings.
This would enhance our understanding of snow-making and
could be used to advance snow-making implementations in snow
management models (e.g., Hanzer et al., 2014; Spandre et al.,
2017) and finally to improve operational snow management.
Fortunately, a rising number of ski resorts, public agencies,
and snow industry players are currently detecting the demand
for systematic field tests. In that context, the “Schneezentrum
Tirol” (Schneezentrum, 2018) is currently developing a new,
well-equipped test site that will soon start with systematic snow-
making experiments (Grünewald et al., 2018a). Another attempt
aiming to improve snow-making technology is the Norwegian
“Snow for the future” project (SINTEF, 2018).

Our experimental setup did not allow distinguishing between
potential sources of loss, which are sublimation and evaporation
of water droplets and ice grains, relocation of particle
by wind and drainage of liquid water on the ground.
Experimental setups to separate these processes are challenging
but not impossible. For example, water drainage could be
detected by a buried lysimeter as described by Würzer et al.
(2017). Additionally, indoor snow-making facilities could be
an environment to exclude snow drift effects (Clulow, 2006).
Physical models could also possibly help to overcome these
shortcomings. For example, large eddy simulation (LES) models
could be used to simulate accumulation areas under variable
wind conditions, and high resolution snowpack models (e.g.,
Lehning et al., 2002; Wever et al., 2015) could be applied
to assess quantity and timing of water draining though a
wet pile of machine-made snow. Finally, numerical models
of drifting snow that account for thermodynamic effects of
sublimating snow particles while traveling through the air
(e.g., Thorpe and Mason, 1966; Dery et al., 1998; Wever
et al., 2009; Groot Zwaaftink et al., 2013; Sharma et al., 2018)
could be adapted to model physical processes during snow-
making. Such physical processes involved, their implications,
dimensions, and interdependencies could be systematically
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analyzed. This could, for example, help to quantity transfers
of heat and mass during different ambient conditions and
machine settings. Open questions such as those on the amounts
of water lost by sublimation and evaporation and on the
quantity of the respective cooling effect and therefore the
contribution to freezing of the droplets during snow-making
could possibly be answered.
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